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RMIT SUSTAINABILITY WEEK RECAP

Thank you for taking part in this years RMIT Sustainability Week between
25th - 29th of March!  We had over 200 people attend throughout the week as

well as highly engaged audiences. A special thank you to all the guest
speakers who put their best foot forward last week.  Please scroll through for

our official recap of the week and don't forget to like us on Facebook!

RMIT SUSTAINABILITY WEEK FREE WALKING TOUR

A tour of the City Campus kicked off RMIT’s Sustainability Week, led by the Sustainability Team.
Staff and students explored RMIT’s built environment learning about the significant capital
investment undertaken to make our spaces energy efficient, cutting edge in design and
student centric. 
 
In addition to this we heard how the University is working towards Carbon Neutrality by 2030
and that the recently completed Sustainable Urban Precincts Program (SUPP) and Melbourne
Renewable Energy Project (MREP) are great strides towards this target

https://www.rmit.edu.au/about/our-values/sustainable-development-goals/goal-4/urban-precincts-program
https://www.rmit.edu.au/about/our-values/sustainability/targets-and-commitments


Renewable Energy Project (MREP) are great strides towards this target.

ANNETTE YOUNG DESIGN TALKS SUSTAINABLE FASHION

We welcomed Annette Young to our Brunswick Campus, where she ran an inspiring session
on sustainable, ethical fashion. Through her work at Sustainability Victoria and creating her own
label Annette Young Design, Annette is able to combine her passion for fashion and
sustainability. 
 
After oil, the fashion industry is the second biggest polluter. Annette explained the role the circular
economy and supply chain transparency and accountability has to play as well as the Fashion
Revolution movement #whomademyclothes. Here is a link to the Two Euro T-Shirt by Fashion
Revolution. Engaged students (some studying fashion & design) left feeling empowered, informed
and inspired.  

CLIMATE CHANGE ACTION BY SUSTAINABILITY VICTORIA

https://www.rmit.edu.au/about/our-values/sustainability/targets-and-commitments
https://www.annetteyoungdesign.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KfANs2y_frk


This engaging workshop was led by Lisa Shadforth from Sustainability Victoria who spoke
about how SV can help support action on climate change. The focus was on empowering
individuals to make changes such as ethical investing (i.e. your bank, super and or health
insurance provider), moving to a circular economy, waste avoidance and positive behaviour
change. 
 
Another empowering action you can take is the Take 2 Pledge. This is a commitment to undertake
actions that work towards keeping the temperature increase under 2 degrees Celsius. RMIT
University is a founding partner of the Take 2 Pledge and also has an ambitious target of working
towards Carbon Neutrality by 2030. Lisa left us with a skill set for beginning to address climate
change as an individual – she gave us HOPE a.k.a (How.One.Person.Engages).

BUILDING EMOTIONAL RESILIENCE IN THE FACE OF
CLIMATE CHANGE

Associate Lecturer Blanche Verlie and Mr Jeremy Gay from RMIT Sustainable Futures
hosted an invaluable workshop tackling the complexities of climate change and how this impacts
our emotional state and how we can build resilience.  
 
People need pathways to express themselves and multiple forms of actions to take in order to
feel they are being heard and are empowered to act. Participants were encouraged to express
their feelings towards climate change through drawings. Visit Psychology for a Safe Climate if you
would like to know more about this topic.

https://www.sustainability.vic.gov.au/TAKE2
https://www.psychologyforasafeclimate.org/


SUSTAINABLE LIVING WORKSHOP BY CERES

CERES Biodiversity Programs Coordinator, Darren Tinker came to talk to us about how the
RMIT Community can make simple changes towards leading a Sustainable Lifestyle.  He shared
handy tips and tricks for growing your own produce, no matter if you have a backyard, balcony or
event a window sill. 
 
Get crafty and upcycle old egg cartons or bottles into seed beds. Start with herbs. Get a
compost or worm farm going. Read up on RetroSuburbia. This book focuses on what can be
done by an individual at the household level (rather than community or government levels).
RetroSuburbia is a source of inspiration and empowers people to make positive changes in their
lives.

BRUNSWICK DYE GARDEN BLITZ

Thursday morning presented us with perfect gardening conditions for our Dye Garden workshop.
The first part of the workshop focused on understanding the role of the Dye Garden and
surrounds, both now and what it might look like in the future. Danielle Andree, Technical Officer
in Textile Design and Nyssa Marrow, Associate Lecturer in Fashion Design have been two
integral drivers of the Dye Garden and it was great to see such a passionate bunch. 
 
Kendelle Hobbs third year Textile Design student spoke about her portfolio of natural dye

https://retrosuburbia.com/


Kendelle Hobbs, third year Textile Design student spoke about her portfolio of natural dye
experimenting after being influenced by a recent trip to India. Participants also got their hands
dirty collecting leaves and other organic matter to build up the compost, ready for the next
workshop! 
 
Stay tuned with dye garden via our Sustainability Newsletter or subscribing to The Houndstooth
Wrap blog.

BEES & BIODIVERSITY AT RMIT

The much-anticipated talk on Bees & Biodiversity did not disappoint! 
Bee Researcher Associate Professor Adrian Dyer and Ecologist Freya Thomas from RMIT
discussed the integral role biodiversity has in an urban landscape and the role of bees and
pollination. These guys are enthusiastic about what they do and really engaged the crowd! 
 
Participants also got to have their bee camera selfies as promised! 
A lot of Freya’s field work is seeking to identify what pollinators are in Melbourne and what
biodiversity best attracts these species. 
 
Bees can see UV, blue and green wavelengths but not reddish wavelengths. Did you know that
overtime flower colours have evolved to attract bees and help them to navigate? The
stronger our connection to the natural world (especially those living in urban areas), the better
chance we have of protecting and enhancing our biodiversity as well as our health and well-being. 
World Bee Day is May 20th, so watch this space for any RMIT related events.

THE PROMISE OF A CIRCULAR ECONOMY

https://houndstoothwrap.wordpress.com/


Professor Scott Valentine from RMIT ran an insightful session on how the circular economy
demands us to think differently. Everything is a resource and therefore has value if placed in
the right hands. A circular economy is inspiring because it creates new innovation, industries and
jobs. 
 
Scott spoke about the urgency of moving from a linear to a circular economy and appropriately
managing our resources for the long term. This same way of thinking can be applied at an
individual approach to sustainable living too. Close that loop people!

SUSTAINABILITY TEAM PANEL SESSION +
NETWORKING DRINKS

To celebrate the end of a great week the RMIT Sustainability Team held a panel discussion
followed by networking drinks.  Lin, Michael, Hayley and Renzo shared a bit about their role in
Sustainability at RMIT as well as key areas of focus for 2019 and beyond. 
 
A Q&A session saw great engagement from the audience talking through challenges including
waste, behaviour change and the way we generate energy within our built environment.

RMIT GREEN IMPACT ENGAGEMENT PROGRAM  2019



As RMIT's Sustainability Week draws to a close, we introduced Green Impact for 2019 with an
info session and morning tea to celebrate the second year. 
 
Green Impact is a change and engagement program that helps people understand
sustainability and social responsibility, shows them what they can do to make a difference, and
supports them in achieving these actions. 
 
This year is going to be bigger and better than the last with the addition of Student Volunteers
and more sustainability actions to engage in. We cannot wait to see what brilliant sustainability
initiatives get off the ground and with the momentum we had at the morning tea, we only expect
this to grow. 
 
The link for the ACTS website to register your team for Green Impact will open next week –
keep up to date via our newsletter.

REGISTER INTEREST HERE

Stay tuned for future editions and keep up to date with upcoming events and opportunities

to learn and get involved in Sustainability at RMIT.  
 

Be sure to share this link with anyone who might be interested in our newsletter.  

 

Thank you for reading!
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You are receiving this email because you signed up for our Newsletter at one of our Events or via our
Website. 

 
Our mailing address is: 

RMIT Sustainability
GPO Box 2476

Melbourne, Victoria 3001
Australia

 
Add us to your address book

 
To tell your friends about our newsletter  
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